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I.    BACKGKVMD AND aiPPORTING INPOBUTIOM 

Â.      Ji.i-tili^.vt ion for th>- projet 

G.•?•»•:• illy  spoakiris, the trend  in Mexican exports ha« > e<m an uneven one, 

»-•w:n¿ la;,- -j  to the Resents of rigidity and  inflexibilit;,   in the pattern of 

U- count r/« s  importa.    The total valu«  of exports, which in the first half  of 

th.   doc i.ic was  enough to cover nearly three-cuartera (71  P«v  cunt)  of the 

total   roi-t of imports,  only covered two-thirds (66.4 P*i  smt)    n the second 

half,  ani  m 1970 the total value of exports amounted to barely more than 

half (;)>7 per cent) of the imports in that year.    In adiition, whereas 

l,tw< en the first and the second half of the 1960s the growth of exporte 

clack..:•.< 1 considerably, the average annual rate declining from 8.5 to 5.6 per 

cunt,  the average annual growth rate for import» rose appreciably,  froa 6 per 

i ••nt  in 3^r.O-19M to 7.5 per cent  in 1965-1969«    In 1970, the disparity was 

utili more marked, owing in part to exceptional negative factors, exports 

df..limine by 1.2 per cent and imperta increasing by 18.2 pei- cent.    A signi- 

ficant  period for the analysis of the import-export relationship is that 

between I967 and 1972,  in which exports of goods, including the net output of 

plants doing contract work, (maquila),  rose at  an annual rate of 12.4 per cent, 

which wau higher than the rate for world trade, at that time about 8.3 P«r cent. 

Durin¿; ine same period, the value of imported goods grew at an average annual 

rate of 10.9 per cent.    Against this background, the action taken by the Mexican 

Government to promote exports and rationalize imports loo* . ahead to the 

possibility of future rates of growth in the external sector which will be more 

stable than in the past. 

The changes made in the nature and content of trade policy and in policy 

with regard to finance and foreign exchange, taxation and public expenditure, 

promotion and foreign affairs, have had a decisive influence on the performance 

of exports of Mexican goods. 

The country has at present a relatively wide range of inatrauents for 

stimulating exports.    They may be broken down as fol lows I    firstly, those that 

próvido fiscal  incentives, which include certificates for the refunding of taxes 
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to OKDTS,  the temporary import   [system  ar/i drawback of   import  duties, together 

with the  system of industrien working on contract;     eecondly,  the prorr^-nne:; 

known as export  programmes,  the most   important   of which ir> the one  for the 

rotor industry;     thirdly,  financial  institutions,  which, apart  from the Kit icnal 

Pore irr. Trad« Bank,  includo th • Fund for the Promotion of Manufactured Exports 

(PCKKX),  the Ustionai  Industrial  Plant Fund  (FOMEl)  and the Guarantee and 

Promotion Fund  for Crop Growing,  Stock liaising and Poultry Farming (PIRA), 

among those concernid with promotion,   especially through the Mexicar. Instituto 

of Foreign Trade;     and  finally,   integration agreements with the Latin American 

Free Trade Association,   the Andean Pact  and the Central American Common Market 

ard other trade agreements. 

Those instruments,  applied  in an appropriate way, have encouraged a favourable 

climate for the expansion of  exports.    Over -»he period 1967-I972, the average 

annual  growth rate of exports by the different  sectors was as follows:    crop 

growing,  2.6 per cent;     stock raising and poultry farming,  23.0 per cent; 

fishing,  6.6 per cent;     extractive industries, 0.6 per cent;     and manufacturing 

industry as a whole,  21.0 per cent.    This last  has been one of the most dynamic 

branches in the external sector,  its exports having grown at  an average annual 

rate of 2$.0 per cent  over the period 1969-1972. 

As regards the industries making up the manufacturing sector,  the foodstuffs, 

beverages and tobacco industry had an average annual  growth  rate for the period 

I967-I972 of IO.7 per cent;     the textile, footwear and leather industry, 

28.O per cent;    publishing,  ?4«0 per cent;     chemicals, 40.0 per cent;    non- 

metallic minerals, I8.5 per cent;    iron,  steel and other metal products, 

I8.4 per cent;    the motor, electrical and electronic industries,  36.0 per cent; 

ani miscellaneous manufactures, I5.4 per cent.    These figures indicate the 

impaot of theBe industries on the balance of payments ou current  account, the 

annual growth rate over the same period of 1967-1972 having been 12-3 per cent, 

a figure only just surpassed by tourism with 14«9 per cent. 

To ma up, recent trends in exports of goods show the growing need to 

promote further expansion of these exports if the domestic objectives set in 

the country*« development strategy are to be achieved. 
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TLc  increase  in total   euportn over the period  1974-1980 has been fixed at 

j.   -:¡mial  average of 14-14.'j per cent.    If thin target   IB to bo achieved,   it 

i     i asentí al to identify the opportunities for exports of Mexican manuf act urea 

ir   r"l.ttioi; to the  state of  international demand,  and   upucifically for thoae 

i •i\ '.lii'.;t:J I;,   the textile,   chemical,   petro-chemical,  pharmaceutical, netal- 

w.-¡;.i:igf  foodstuff,   electrical, electronic and footwear  industries. 

The basic targets eet   for the growth of exports  of manufactures will  speed 

•    '.)     country's industrial i r.at ion.    The manufacturing sector's share of the 

1   { .1  will   continue to  increaBe,  naing fron 44« 3 per cent to 55»5 Per cent by 

]'v/:<,   if the output   of industries working on contract   is  included;     if their 

output   is excluded, the increase will be from 36 to 45 P«r cent.    The reasons 

for promoting exports of manufactures in particular have to do with their 

peat er unit value, their relatively elastic supply and the high income 

elasticity of international demand for then. 

Simultaneously, the Government  of Mexico has drawn up a strategy to improve 

the ] legibilities of import  substitution.    Recently a national exhibition waB 

oponed showing 7,000 articles which are imported and which could be manufactured 

doüiHütically.    In co-ordination with various agencies the characteristics of 

each article wore analysed with a view to determining whether it could be 

viably produced in Mexico in the near future. 

The external sector is thus acquiring strategic importance in relation to 

the country's urgent need to get enough currency to buy the capital goods and 

teclmology it requires for its development.    The need to increase the supply of 

goods from the manufacturing sector to foreign marketc means drawing up specific 

action programmes which will lead within a short period to co-ordinated and 

integrated productive processes such as will encourage greater use of installed 

capacity, more efficient  scales of production, selection of the best technology, 

higher- productivity, better quality and lower prices for the goods with regard 

to which Mexico has advantages over other countries because of its relative 

abundance of labour and other resources. 
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An important  point  to note  is that   the development  of  export-oriented 

industrial   production is an  importait and   integral  part  of  the onerai   effort 

to promote  exports.    Market  analgia, export marketing and  sales cannot 

achieve  nati ^factory  recuite ur.lesß due  attention   u; paid  to  the technical 

anpecta of the problem.     A  balance between production and  export  sales  is 

necessary to ensure a successful  erport  promotion policy.     For this reason 

it   in considerai essential to co-ordinate  efforts through the  export 

marketing project   at  present under the supervision of the Mexican Institute 

of Foreign Trade with the economic aid and co-operation of UNCTAD and the 

International Trade Centre. 

Given the nature of the work involved  in drawing up plans of operation 

for each of the branches of  industry selected,  the Government   of Mexico, 

through the Secretariat  of Industry and Commerce,  submits this request to 

the United Nations with a view to obtaining the technical  advice necessary 

for the preparation of these plans. 

B.      Institutional framework 

The Directorate-General of Industry,  which comes under the Secretariat 

of Industry and Commerce,   is the body which is institutionally responsible 

for regulating, co-ordinating and promoting the country«s industrialization. 

Its organization includes five industrial sub-directorates, and specifi- 

cally the Department of Industrial Promotion and Programming, whose activities 

fora part of the general process of planning the reorganization of production 

in the branches of manufacturing industry selected. 

Within the Department of Industrial Promotion and Programming, a tean 

of technicians will be assigned as counterparts to the international experte 

provided by UHIDO, co-ordinating with the Project Co-Manager, who will be 

qualified to aaauae the task of servicing the development of industrial exports. 

This service oould eventually font the nucleus of a permanent organ after the 
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t       nation of the present  project.    To this end, the  second phase of the 

pij>et winch,  it  is hoped, will be implemented  in continuation of the 

¡•«rent  phase during 1977, will be directed towards working out  in«titut- 

11 iTi.il   arrangement s. 

The work bein¿; carried out  by the Secretariat  of Industry and Commerce 

in conjunction with UNIDO in the projects entitled "Productivity in 

li.auatrial Branches of the Manufacturing Sector" and "Industrial Programming" 

will  nlso be regarded  as forming part  of these operations. 

C. Ir vision for fiovernment   follow-up 

Ar, part  of its institutional functions, the Directorate-General  of 

l,.'h;ntry will ensure the continuity of work on the project until the final 

objectives are achieved. 

D. Future technical assistance 

After the completion of the first phase of the project during 1975 *o 
! •:'•,  it  is anticipated that the second phase will be implemented during 

1977 continuing the activities of the project and at the sane time assist- 

ing the Government to establish and consolidate the Industrial Development 

Service for Exports as a permanent body. 

The preeißo nature and duration of the assistance will be considered 

during the present project and decided at the annual review meeting» in 

1976.    At the moment it  is anticipated that UNDP/JNIDO assistance will be 

requested. 

Given the nature of the work involved in drawing up plans of operation 

for each of the branches of industry selected, the Government of Mexico, 

through the Secretariat of Industry and Commerce, submitB this request to 

the Unit od Nations with a view to obtaining the technical advice necessary 

for the preparation of these plans* 
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II.     OBJECTIVES OP THE PROJECT 

Th*  project io not included in Mexico's country  programme. 

A. LonfT-rar^.c ot,,» < t : -/f L; 

The country's industry   i£ faced with  the need  to bring more   rational  r.<.;.:. 

into general  uni: „t  différent  scales of production  atid to adopt  techniques *i. 

will ensure a greater supply of rranufactured goods   in the  future,   in order lo 

meet the growing demand on international markets for goods which  are competili- 

in price and quality. 

The long-range objectives of an export pronotion policy are linked with 

aspects of industrial  programming,   such at; the size of the plants,   price 

ratios between Mexican and foreign goodc and the degree to which  costs are 

offset by the export promotion machinery,  better utilization of raw materials, 

phasing out of small-scale production,  reorganization of obsolete processes 

and equipment and reduction in the high cost of the transfer of technology. 

When phases I and II are completed,   it is anticipated that after the 

•ssential work carried out in co-operation with UÌJID0,  the national counter- 

parts will "be capable of carrying through the setting up of an Industrial 

Development Service for Exports on a permanent basis under the Department of 

Industrial Promotion and Programming which comes under the Directorats- 

Qeneral of Industry in the Secretariat of Industry and Commerce. 

B. Immediate objectives 

The operative part of this project envisages the following short-term 

objectivesi 

1. To raise levels of productivity in the manufacturing sector} 

2. To make the prices of potential exports more competitive; 

3. To adapt the production of manufactured goods to the requirements 
of international markets; 

To diversify the output of export-oriented industries by developing 
—"* introducing new product» j 
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To promotr   international  co-operation in the area of technological 
innovation and  in  th«.  applicator o:   techniques  suited  to tJ.e 
structure of  the  export   industries; 

6.       To promote  and encourage progressive revision and  improvement 
of the  elftem   .1' export   incentives; 

,'.       To promote   the  -idopticn of euch  incentives by  industry,   in  the  lig- 
of the advantages to be derived from the export of manufactured 
goods; 

6.       To organize  a suitable  information system for export promotion; 

0.      To analyse the productive and organizational  structure of each 
•branch of manufacturing industry  in which the relative advantages 
as regards labour and other resources are such that special 
lines of products can be developed for export. 

III.    WORK PLAF 

A.      Description of project activities 

The overall project will last three years,  divided into two phases.    Tr.e 

present project will  cover the implementation of the first phase fro« January 

197ii  to December 1976.    The second phase which,  it  is hoped, will follow on 

the first phase from January 19771 »ill *>• included in the  indicative planning 

figure of the country programme for Mexico for 1977 to 1981» 

The various activities will be co-ordinated and inter-connected with the 

aim of Bolving the problem of developing the export« of specific branches of 

industry in a practical manner. 

An attempt will be made to study the nature of the obstacles impeding 

the expansion of exports and to provide solutions through a wide variety of 

forms of technical assistance and promotion.    This work will be oarried out 

in an integrated manner,  in order to provide the aost detailed possible analysis 

as a basis for achieving the objectives. 

The sectors that are particularly important for industrial exports as a 

whole will be studied by experts specialising in industrial promotion and co- 

op' ration,  inter-industrial structure and similar natters.    A general 

summary of the results achieved and experience gained in each branch of 

industry will lead to the formulation of a long-term development plan for 

eiDorts. 
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The details  of the project work   plan will  be based on the  f:ridir:.*:-,  v ; 

final   report of  the UH I DO m r,c\ on of fight exp»rtn  referred  to   in pre v.o..:-. 

paragraphs.    Nevertheless,   in  implementing the project,   a fienile  att,*.   ù. 

will  te adopted aa regards   the various problems arid   I he need for áa£::¡:'-."--; 

from international   expert.::.    Tu  thia end  tr.e Project Kar.ager,   m  colia: ,:a. 

with the Co-Manager fvid the group of experts,  will   evaluate the noidn  of   •_ 

various induotrial  branches,   having regard  to thooe with  the greatest 

potential   for expansion of output,   the orientation of their exports,   and   ••- 

type and duration  of the  technical  act;istante required.     The gioup of <- x: -•: ..: 

will devote an appropriate  amount of time   to activities  connected witn   i:. . 

need for technical  assistance.    The programme will   include  inter alia  i':.e 

following activities! 

1.      A thorough analysis will be made of the final  report of the cin.i 
experts,   including the details of the work prugrar.me recommenatd  fcr 
specific areas of the industrial  sectors  investigated; 

2»      Promotional activities will include investigation of the 
possibility arid necessity of establishing a body  to arrange contract 
work, both nationally and internationally,  for the manufacture of 
products in different branches of industry} 

3»       Airing  the first phase of the project,   each of the experts studying 
til« fi va sectors selected will  concentrate on the aspects of 
technology,  productivity,   quality control,  adaptation of produc-s 
to the  requirements of the international narket and,  finally, 
diversification of export« through the  identification of potential 
IM* exports and their introduction on to the corresponding saivcets. 
An analysis will also be made of problems of cost and conpetitiver.es::, 
iacluding research into the availability,  cost and quality of natie.-.;.: 
iaports.    lecommendations will be drawn up on these matters. 
Finally,  advice will be given on the adaptation of new technolc^. 
SSM KIMMfta4kOW* 

Äs experts analysing the five sectors in each phase will be assistei 
tgr other experts who will  come to work on short missions.    That  is 
to say, when the solution of problems identified in try partictû&r 
Motor rsquirss highly specialized knowledge,  an expert will be 
angagad for a month or twe  to help analyse those problems and 
•sits racotaaendations for solving them; 

4*      Prsswtional activities will include study tours undertaken by 
•»lies» industrialists in order to establish contacts with 
industrial and »anufacturing circles in other countries,  co- 
•rdinata oo-operation, take part in industrial seminars and learn 
•Mitt the principles to be appi i ad in the adaptation of products. 
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Another feature of these activities will be the organisation 
of round tables  in Mexico at which representatives of  the 
industrial community  can meet  and discuss the progress aada in 
promoting the development of the country*« external sector. 

The project includes the provision of iellcvRh>ps for 
selected Mexican  industrialiste in each  indubtnal branch studied, 
for a period of approximately   two months,   BO that they  can study 
ways of adapting new technology and know-how which it  is planned 
to  introduce in  the future,   in accordance with the project 
recommendations.     Similarly,  contacts will he established with 
commercial bodies with a view to studying the operation of the 
channels for marketing and distribution abroad} 

5. Attention will be givon to the possibility of establishing pilot 
plants at which demonstrations can be given to Mexican  indus- 
trialists on the adaptation ol technology,  quality,  etc.} 

6. The results achieved with the project will be »ubaitted annually  to 
the Mexican authorities and to UMIDO,    At  the end of the first 
phase,   a report will be submitted on the results of the investiga- 
tions,  putting 'forward recommendations for each of the sectors 
Btudied,  and at the end of the second phase there will IK a 
general report on the project as a whole. 

B.      Description of UTIDP inputs 

1.      Assignment of international  staff 

In addition to the Project Manager, there is the possibility of having 

the co-operation of up to 3 experts on a short-ter» basis for a total of 

36 maii/months.    They will be appointed for perioda of between on« and six 

months to work on specific problems in areas already identified daring the 

implementation of the project.    The type of experta and the length of their 

short-term missions will be decided by the Project Manager, the Co-Manager, 

and representatives of the Secretariat of Industry and Cossero« and Uli DO, 
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